CV – Erik Malte Rasmussen – Part one – Personality and work areas

CV
I have worked in Pharmaceuticals since 1987 often combining my clinical background with my IT
skills typically bridging the business side in clinical development and pharmacovigilance with system
management and regular IT operations. I expect to be working professionally until 67+ years.
I prefer varied responsibilities in a position where not all tasks become ’routine’ matters. Moreover,
I thrive on working with other people and contacts. I like to analyse business needs and to design
viable frameworks for solving these needs.
I like situations where I ‘sell’ ideas and concepts. I favour my actions, behaviour and attitude to be
so, that I will be invited back, when a ‘customer’ sees new and future needs. I am well at ease in
international environments. I am happy to get to learn new people, cultures and organisations.
I enjoy a balanced mix where I am a part of a greater team in which I can make heavy
contributions and have a substantial impact. Although I myself can work with very technical details,
I often delegate and share this with colleagues with sufficient competencies. In such processes I
value having a supporting, motivating and sparring role.
As a person I am social, service-minded and out-going. I am very communicative, verbally and in
writing. I get positive energy through interaction with other people. I like teamwork allowing for
solid personal impact as well as reaching the overall team goals. I am a role model and can inspire
colleagues and staff to perform and develop. I am used to work cross-functionally. By nature a goal
directed and no-nonsense person who is oriented towards tasks leading to profit, sustainability and
personal, team and company successes. My preferred management style (up/down) is a companyspecific adaptation of situational leadership. I like professional challenges and deliver on-time and
within budgets. Sofar my deliverables are focused on deployment and use in highly regulated (inand externally) business-critical areas with zero-tolerance for errors and lateness - and subject to
audits and external authority inspections.
My work sofar and competences include (but is not limited to):
-

all aspects of clinical studies, from planning, protocols, execution and reporting
creation of CRFs, development of data entry applications
Design, development and administration of safety systems; home-grown and COTS
SAS application programming and development; Signal Detection
Authoring PV and GCP SOPs
URS and RfP authoring, implementation and upgrades of COTS safety systems
Design of GxP validation plans, test cases, test scripts, validation reports
Oracle based work, incl SQL+, third party tools (Toad, Cognos, Business Objects, etc)
Corporate dictionary management, MedDRA, WHO-DD and WHO-ART
Design of MedDRA implementation strategies for several companies
Design and execution of E2B implementation in three pharmas
Design of automated compliance reporting tools and applications
Line management of up to 6 staff members
Project Management (Prince2 certified, Foundation and Practitioner)
Design and programming (SAS) of advanced signal detection application for client
Exhaustive lecturing in various external fora in DK and throughout Europe, US and Canada
Consultancy work (primarily clinical evaluations and data management) in own company,
DataService
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CV – Erik Malte Rasmussen – Part two – Further personal details
Name:

Erik Malte Rasmussen

Address:

Hagelbjergvej 9
DK-4100 Ringsted
Denmark
emr@dataserv.dk

Phone:

+45 20 95 91 00

email:

Date of birth:

27 November 1957

Family status: Single, two grown-up sons

Current position:

Independent consultant

Languages: Fluent in Danish and English.
Negotiate/business in German, Swedish and
Norwegian. French at tourist level.
Personal references: readily available on request – just ask.

Career short summary (details and key results are provided in a separate CV addendum)
2009
2007
2005
2005
2002
1999
1997
1987
1987
1980
1976

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Now:
2009:
2007:
2005:
2005:
2002:
1999:
1997:
1987:
1986:
1978:

Owner, DataService
Head of Section, System Management, Lundbeck
Head of Safety and Compliance Systems Management; Nycomed
Safety Data Analyst, IPS, NovoNordisk
Senior Information Management Specialist, Leo Pharma
Information Management Coordinator, Leo Pharma
Safety System Administrator, Leo Pharma
Principal Clinical Project Coordinator, System Administrator, Leo Pharma
Practicing dentist
Study and graduation; Royal Dental College (Copenhagen University)
Sergeant, Motorised Infantry, SJLR

Personal interests and qualifications/competencies:
I am single (divorced) with a permanent girlfriend. Key interests include wines, music (classical,
contemporary and jazz), dogs, aircrafts, F-1 racing, photography, travelling, computers and
literature.
During my army days I learned, that I am quite good as role model and at motivating other to do
demanding tasks. Followingly I studied and became a dentist. After a year in dental practise, I
realised that dentistry was not sufficiently challenging for the rest of my professional life. I joined
Leo Pharma in 1987 and have remained with the industry since then.
From late teens I have had a keen interest in all IT related matters from my first programmable TI
calculator. While studying I made commercial software as well as purely theoretical, mathematical
software. During study years I worked with assisting customers pay their power bills as well as
worked with disabled, elderly people. In parallel to my normal jobs, I have for some 15+ years
also worked very successfully as an independent IT data management consultant for international
pharmas as well as for other companies. For a number of years I have served as speaker,
workshop leader, lecturer and as chair in numerous international open conferences, university
lectures and training courses in DK, Europe, US and Canada.
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